Abstract-In the new video coding standard H.264/AVC, motion estimation (ME) is allowed to search multiple reference frames. Therefore, the required computation is highly increased, and it is in proportion to the number of searched reference frames. However, the reduction in prediction residues is mostly dependent on the nature of sequences, not on the number of searched frames. Sometimes the prediction residues can be greatly reduced, but frequently a lot of computation is wasted without achieving any better coding performance. In this paper, we propose a context-based adaptive method to speed up the multiple reference frames ME. Statistical analysis is first applied to the available information for each macroblock (MB) after intra-prediction and inter-prediction from the previous frame. Context-based adaptive criteria are then derived to determine whether it is necessary to search more reference frames. The reference frame selection criteria are related to selected MB modes, inter-prediction residues, intra-prediction residues, motion vectors of subpartitioned blocks, and quantization parameters. Many available standard video sequences are tested as examples. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can maintain competitively the same video quality as exhaustive search of multiple reference frames. Meanwhile, 76%-96% of computation for searching unnecessary reference frames can be avoided. Moreover, our fast reference frame selection is orthogonal to conventional fast block matching algorithms, and they can be easily combined to achieve further efficient implementations.
. Compared with MPEG-4 [2] , H.263 [3] , and MPEG-2 [4] , the new standard can achieve 39%, 49%, and 64% of bit-rate reduction, respectively [5] The improvement in coding performance comes mainly from the prediction part. Motion estimation (ME) at quarter-pixel accuracy with variable block sizes and multiple reference frames greatly reduces the prediction errors. Even if inter-frame prediction cannot find a good match, intra-prediction will make it up instead of directly coding the texture as before. The reference software of H.264/AVC, JM [6] , adopts full search for both motion estimation (ME) and intra-prediction. The instruction profile of the reference software on Sun Blade 1000 with UltraSPARC III 1 GHz CPU shows that real-time encoding of CIF 30 Hz video (baseline options, search range [ 16.75, 16 .75], five reference frames) requires 314 994 million instructions per second and memory access of 471 299 Mbytes/s. The run time percentage of each function is shown in Fig. 2 . Apparently, ME is the most computationally intensive part. In H.264/AVC, although there are seven kinds of block size (16 16, 16 8, 8 16, 8 8, 8 4, 4 8, 4 4) for motion compensation (MC), the complexity of ME in the reference software is not seven times of that for one block size. The search range centers of the seven kinds of block size are all the same, so that the sum of absolute difference (SAD) of a 4 4 block can be reused for the SAD calculation of larger blocks. In this way, variable block size ME does not lead to much increase in computation. Intra-prediction allows four modes for 16 16 blocks and nine modes for 4 4 blocks. Its complexity can be estimated as the SAD calculation of 13 16 16 blocks plus extra operations for interpolation, which are relatively small compared with ME. As for the multiple reference frames ME, it contributes to the heaviest computational load. The required operations are proportional to the number of searched frames. Nevertheless, the decrease in prediction residues depends on the nature of sequences. Sometimes the prediction gain by searching more reference frames is very significant, but usually a lot of computation is wasted without any benefits.
In this paper, an effective method for accelerating the multiple reference frames ME without significant loss of video quality is proposed. The available information after intra-prediction and ME from the previous frame is first analyzed. Then we decide to keep on searching one more reference frame or to terminate the block matching process in the early stage. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related background including the flow of macroblock (MB) mode decision in the reference software and our modifications is reviewed. In Section III, we first analyze the statistics of selected MB modes, inter-prediction residues, intra-prediction residues, motion vector (MVs) of subpartitioned blocks, and quantization parameter (QP). Then we propose our fast algorithm in Section IV. Simulation results will be shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI gives a conclusion. II. FUNDAMENTALS Fig. 3(a) illustrates the prediction part in the reference software baseline encoder. The prediction of a MB is performed mode by mode with full search scheme. There are four inter-MB modes (P8X8, P8X16, P16X8, and P16X16) and two intra-MB modes (I4MB and I16MB). Each 8 8 block of the P8X8 mode can be further subpartitioned into smaller blocks (SUBP4 4, SUBP4 8, SUBP8 4, and SUBP8X8), and the subpartitioned blocks in an 8 8 block must be predicted from the same reference frame. The best MB mode is chosen by considering a Lagrangian cost function, which includes both distortion and rate (number of bits required to code the side information). Let the QP and the Lagrange parameter (a QP-dependent variable) be given. The Lagrangian mode decision for a MB proceeds by minimizing (1) where the MB mode is varied over all possible coding modes. Experimental selection of Lagrangian multipliers is discussed in [7] and [8] . Fig. 3(b) shows the pseudocodes of MB mode decision in the reference software baseline encoder. It is clear that the outer loop is for MB modes, and the loops for reference frames are inner. At the beginning of mode decision, SADs of the 16 4 4 blocks of a MB are calculated at all integer search positions in all reference frames. These SAD values can be reused for other blocks of larger sizes because their search range centers are exactly the same. When computing the Lagrangian cost of integer search positions, the reference software uses the SAD value as the distortion part. After the best integer search position is found, the Lagrangian costs of the surrounding eight half-search positions are computed, and then again the Lagrangian costs of eight quarter-search positions surrounding the best half-search position are computed. For fractional pixel ME, the reference software allows users to select SAD, sum of absolute transform difference (SATD), or sum of square difference (SSD) as the distortion criterion.
In order to support fast algorithms for multiple reference frames ME, we modified the reference software as follows. Fig. 4(a) and (b) are the illustration and pseudocodes of MB mode decision in our baseline encoder, respectively. Note that now the outer loop is changed to reference frames, and the loop for MB modes becomes inner. At the beginning of each reference frame loop, we compute SADs of each 4 4 block at all search positions only in the current reference frame. At the end of each reference frame loop, we add a checking procedure to see whether it is all right to skip the remaining reference frames and break the loop. In this way, the computational complexity of the prediction part in our baseline encoder is exactly proportional to the number of reference frames searched.
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, various statistical analyzes of ten standard sequences under three different QP values ( and ), which represent high bit rate, medium bit rate, and low bit rate situations, respectively, will be shown.
A. Percentages of Selected Reference Frames
We first analyze the percentages of inter-MBs predicted from different reference frames and intra-MBs. Ref 0 means the MB predicted from the previous frame, and Ref 1 stands for the previous frame of previous frame, and so on. Note that one MB may be predicted from different reference frames, and we take the farthest reference frame into the statistics. As seen in Table I , 67.58%, 81.35%, and 91.97% of the optimal MVs determined by the full search scheme belong to the nearest reference frame for and , respectively. The possibilities that the optimal MVs fall in other reference frames are much smaller. In other words, in many cases, a lot of computation is wasted on useless reference frames. The result is quite reasonable. Intuitively, the closer the reference frame is, the higher the correlation should be, except for occluded and uncovered objects. Therefore, we should proceed the block matching process from the nearest reference frame to the farthest reference frame. Another interesting point is that low bit rate cases are more likely to have best reference frames close to the current frame than higher bit rate cases are. This is because the second term of the Lagrangian cost function related to reference frames increases with , which results in a larger positive bias on the Lagrangian cost for a larger . That is, at lower bit rates, the effect of becomes much more obvious.
B. Percentages of Selected MB Modes
The result of MB mode decision after intra-prediction and ME from the previous frame is also a very important cue. In Table II, is defined as follows. is the percentage of a selected MB mode after intra-prediction and ME from the previous frame.
is the percentage of that the optimal reference frames remain unchanged after five reference frames are searched. We can see that for , there are 59.84%, 05.00%, 04.88%, 28.11%, and 02.17% of the MBs selected as P16X16, P16X8, P8X16, P8X8, and intra, respectively, when only one previous frame is searched. For , there are 75.97%, 05.36%, 05.45%, 11.04%, and 02.18% of the MBs selected as P16X16, P16X8, P8X16, P8X8, and intra, respectively. For , the corresponding percentages are 89.34%, 03.21%, 03.07%, 01.69%, 02.69%. After the remaining four reference frames are searched, 78.95%, 89.33%, and 96.53% of the 16 16-MBs still remain the same selection for and , respectively. When the block size becomes smaller, such as P16X8, P8X16, and P8X8-MBs, the percentages that the best reference frames do not change tend , it can be seen that of MBs need only one reference frame, which is quite consistent with the results in Table I . For and 40, the derived percentages are 82.52% and 94.45%, respectively, which are also very consistent with Table I . Additionally, if a MB is split into smaller blocks when only the previous frame is used for ME, it implies that the motion field is discontinuous. In these cases, the MB may cross the object boundaries, where occlusion and uncovering often occur. Thus, there is a greater possibility that the best matched candidates belong to the other four reference frames. Last but not least, it is easier for MBs to split into smaller partitions at higher bit rates. The reason is still related to the Lagrangian cost function. The second term of the Lagrangian cost function related to MB modes increases with , which makes it much more difficult for low bit rate situations to select the partition modes with more side information.
C. Detection of All-Zero Transform Quantized Residues
Now we treat the saving of computation for multiple reference frames in terms of compression. After the prediction procedure, residues are transformed, quantized, and then entropy coded. If we can detect the situation that the transformed and quantized coefficients are very close to zero in the first reference frame, we can turn off the matching process for the remaining frames since more computation will not further reduce prediction errors. This concept is very simple and effective. Moreover, discrete cosine transform (DCT), quantization (Q), inverse quantization (IQ), and inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) can be also saved by this early detection of all-zero transform quantized coefficients. The quantization steps of 4 4 residues in H.264/AVC are described in the following equations:
where is the (0-51), is the 4 4 quantized magnitude (QM), is the 4 4 transformed residues (TRs), and is a three-dimensional (3-D) matrix. If the following inequality (derived from and (6) by setting ) holds:
(7) the QM will be zero, which means each of the 4 4 threshold values becomes a function of and can be implemented as a look-up table. However, TR is not available before transformation. The only information we have after prediction is SAD (SATD or SSD). Thus, we should find the relation between SAD (SATD or SSD) and TR, and then apply the thresholds directly on SAD (SATD or SSD).
The derivation of threshold values is similar to [9] . The distribution of the pixel values after linear prediction in image can be modeled by a Laplacian distribution, which has a significant peak at zero with exponentially decayed probability at both sides [10] . In addition, the correlation for the pixel values after linear prediction is separable in both horizontal and vertical directions. Therefore, we can approximate the input values at the input of transform by a Laplacian distribution with zero mean and a separable covariance , where and are the horizontal and vertical distances, respectively, between two pixels, and is the correlation coefficient. Typically, ranges from 0.4 to 0.75, and we use in all our simulations. Next, let and denote the4 4 residues at the DCT input and output, respectively. The DCT can be represented in matrix form as follows: 
where (10) and is the th component of the matrix. Since the distribution of has a zero mean, the mean of each will also be zero. The variance of the DCT coefficients will be (11) for . In this way, the standard deviation of the DCT coefficients can be estimated by the standard deviation of the pixel values at the DCT input as (12) Although the generalized Gaussian distribution is the most accurate representation of transformed coefficients, for the sake of simplicity, we choose the more commonly used Laplacian distribution to model them [12] , [13] . For a zero-mean Laplacian distribution, the probability that a value will fall with ( , ) is about 99%. According to the all-zero situation shown in (7), if (13) then the DCT coefficients will be zero after quantization almost all the time. More generally, we can use (14) where controls the probability of all-zero transform quantized coefficients. For , the probability reduces to 94%. As stated before, is a function of and . We list some corresponding values of in Table III (12) , is the largest among , which means the probability of a zero dc term after DCT is smaller than that of zero ac terms. Meanwhile, as shown in Table III, is the smallest among , which means the quantization step size of dc term is the smallest. Therefore, we only have to compare the dc term in (7) for all-zero detection.
In order to save the extra computation for the standard deviation of pixel values at DCT input, we can estimate it from SAD as follows. The expected mean absolute value of a zero-mean Laplacian distributed random variable is (15) We can approximate the by the SAD of current MB, so we have (16) If the MB mode is not P16X16, we can still accumulate the SADs of all partitions as SAD of the MB. For example, if the best block mode is P16X8, we can add the SADs of the two 16 8 blocks as the SAD value used in (16) . According to (12) , (14) , and (16), now the all-zero situation holds if SAD is smaller than a predefined threshold, as follows: (17) Sometimes the user may choose SATD or SSD, instead of SAD, as the criterion of block matching. Now we first derive the relation between SATD and SAD. Once the correlation is found, (17) can be still used for all-zero detection. In the reference software, the SATD of a 4 4 block is defined as half of the sum of absolute values of a two-dimensional (2-D) 4 4 Hadamard-transformed residues.
(18) (19) For simplicity, we again assume that the residues after Hadamard transform is still Laplacian distributed, so the SATD of a 4 4 block can be approximated by replacing in (9) with (20) where (21) From (16) , the SAD of a 4 4 block can be approximated as (22) The relation between SATD and SAD can be seen from (20) and (22) . As for the relation between SSD and SAD, it can be deduced by the same probability theory.
D. SKIP Mode
In H.264/AVC, SKIP mode is a special case of P16X16. Nothing but run of SKIP MBs is transmitted to the decoder. At the decoder side, a SKIP MB is directly reconstructed as a 16 16 block by prediction from previous one frame with predefined MV (MV predictor in general or zero MV at slice boundary) without any residues. Statistics of SKIP modes are shown in Table IV . The first column is sequence name, the second column is the percentage of MBs selected as SKIP after one reference frame is searched, the third column is the percentage of SKIP MBs that still remain SKIP after five reference frames are searched, the fourth column is the average I4MB cost of the unchanged SKIP MBs (remaining SKIP after five reference frames are searched), and the last column is the average I4MB cost of the changed SKIP MBs (failing to remain SKIP after five reference frames are searched). According to the statistics, for low bit rate cases (high QP), SKIP mode is more favored. The percentages of SKIP MBs after one reference frame is searched are 44.57%, 62.69%, and 79.14% for and , respectively. Out of these SKIP MBs, 43.41%, 76.52%, and 93.89% still remain SKIP after five reference frames are searched for and , respectively. This is quite reasonable because at low bit rate situations, side information becomes very "expensive." In addition to values, we found that texture is also a useful information. We use I4MB cost as a rough estimation of texture. Given a value, the higher the I4MB cost is, the more highly textured the MB is. Based on the statistics, SKIP mode is also preferred in flat areas. The average I4MB cost of the SKIP MBs remaining SKIP after full search among five reference frames is much smaller than that of SKIP MBs changing best modes.
E. MV Inconsistency
Now we try to find the correlation between MVs of variable block sizes and optimal reference frames. After ME from the previous frame, there are one MV for a 16 16 block, two MVs for 16 8 blocks, two MVs for 8 16 blocks, four MVs for 8 8 blocks, and 16 MVs for 4 4 blocks. If the best mode is P16X16, P16X8, P8X16, or P8X8, the definition of MV inconsistency for each of the four MB modes is shown in Fig. 5 , respectively. Note that denotes the sum of the L1 distance of the two components between MV1 and MV2. Intuitively, the best MVs of larger blocks and those of smaller blocks should be very similar for objects with homogeneous motion and sufficient texture. For object boundaries where the motion fields are discontinuous, MVs of different block sizes tend to be different. Next, we keep on searching the other four reference frames. If the optimal reference frame of a MB does not change after five reference frames are searched, we classify these MBs as type I. Otherwise, we classify them as type II. The average MV inconsistency of type I and that of type II for each sequence is shown in Table V . As can be seen, for P16X16, the MV inconsistency of MBs with optimal reference frame belonging to the farther four frames are much larger than that of MBs predicted by the previous frame. It is easy to apply a clear threshold value on the MV inconsistency for P16X16-MBs after ME from the previous frame is done. If the MV inconsistency is very small, it should be fine to skip the remaining reference frames. For P16X8, P8X16, and P8X8, the MV inconsistency is still a good cue to distinguish between the two categories of MBs, but the threshold value is not that clear. In order not to sacrifice video quality, the threshold values for the MV inconsistency should not be located in between the average value of type I MBs and that of type II MBs. The threshold should be biased toward type I to prevent quality loss. Hence, the miss detection rate of the best reference frame for type II MBs can be reduced, but the false alarm rate of the best reference frame for type I MBs will be increased.
F. MV Location
The above analyses provide useful clues to detect uncovered backgrounds, new objects, or periodic motions for multiple reference frames ME to achieve better coding efficiency without wasting useless computation. In this subsection, we focus on the sampling, which is also one of the reasons why multiple reference frame ME can achieve much better prediction. In the real word, the light field is continuous. On the contrary, the sensor array of camera is discrete. Assume a perfect edge is right across a line of sensor grids. When the object undergoes a fractional-pixel motion, the perfect edge will be blurred. Fractional-pixel ME can significantly improve the prediction by interpolating the subpixels. However, in some cases, especially for highly textured video sequences, fractional-pixel ME is not enough. Multiple reference frames ME provides a better chance for the object to find a matched candidate without the discrete sampling defects. Therefore, we presume that if the MV location is an integer position instead of a fractional one, multiple reference frames ME may not be very helpful (unless the MB is an uncovered area or the motion field is not homogeneous). Table VI can somewhat support our claim. After one reference frame ME, if the MVs of a MB are all at integer locations, the probabilities that the optimal reference frame is the previous one frame are 87.31%, 95.61%, and 98.46% for and , respectively.
IV. SUMMARY AND PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Before proposing our fast multiple reference frames ME algorithm, let us summarize the statistical analyzes as follows.
• Reference frames with smaller temporal distance are more likely to be optimal, especially for the previous frame. • The Lagrangian mode decision is more in favor of closer reference frames at low bit rates than at high bit rates.
• The Lagrangian mode decision is more in favor of MB modes with fewer partitions at low bit rates than at high bit rates.
• If P16X16 mode is selected, the optimal reference frame tends to remain the same.
• If inter-modes with smaller blocks (P16X8, P8X16, and P8X8) are selected, searching more reference frames tends to be helpful.
• For all-zero transform quantized residues, more block matching may be a waste of computation.
• SAD, SATD, or SSD can be used to detect the all-zero case.
• If texture is not significant and if the value is large, SKIP mode is often selected as the best MB mode.
• I4MB cost value can be used as a criterion to measure the complexity of texture.
• If MVs of larger blocks are very similar to those of smaller blocks, it is likely that no occlusion or uncovering occurs in the MB, so one reference frame may be enough.
• If MVs of larger blocks are very different from those of smaller blocks, the MB may cross object boundaries where the motion field is inhomogeneous, and thus requires more reference frames.
• Sampling the continuous light field by discrete sensor array may blur the sharp edges.
• Fractional-pixel ME can improve the prediction for sampling defects, but for highly textured areas, multiple reference frames are more helpful.
• If the object undergoes an integer motion, the prediction gain of multiple reference frames may not be significant. According to the above summary, we propose a fast algorithm for multiple reference frame ME to save the computation of full search and to maintain the same video quality. The flowchart and pseudocodes have already been shown in Fig. 4 . In the following, we list the steps for each MB to check whether it is necessary to search the next reference frame at the end of each reference frame loop.
• , we will stop the searching process. The determination of is described in Section III-C. Note that SATD can be replaced by SAD or SSD.
Criterion 2 is related to SKIP mode. If the best reference frame is previous frame and if the best MV is the same as that of SKIP mode, we call this MB as potential SKIP MB (because before transforming and quantizing the residues, we cannot know for sure if it is really a SKIP MB). For a potential SKIP MB, if its is larger than , the multiple reference frames loop will be early terminated. The determination of is empirically obtained. Recall that SKIP mode is more favored in flat areas and at low bit rate cases, I4MB cost is used to decide as follows:
First, if I4MB cost is smaller than 2000, which means the MB is rarely textured, the potential SKIP MB will omit the remaining reference frames. Second, if is larger than 35, the potential SKIP MB will also give up searching the remaining reference frames. Third, ranges from 0 to 35. It is linearly dependent of I4MB cost when I4MB cost ranges from 2000 to 8000. The lower the I4MB cost, the smaller the , and the more possible the potential SKIP MB can be early terminated.
Criterion 3 deals with the discrete sampling problem, as described in Section III-F. If all the MVs of a MB are at integer locations, the block matching process will be finished.
Criterion 4 detects whether the motion field is homogeneous or not. The definition of MV inconsistency can be found in Section III-E. In our experiments, is also empirically obtained. For P16X16 MBs, can be set larger to increase the probability of early termination. For other split MBs (P16X8, P8X16, and P8X8), can be set smaller to decrease the opportunity of early termination. Fig. 6 compares the rate-distortion curves of various standard sequences. For sufficiently textured videos with large and complex motion, the prediction gain of multiple reference frame ME is very significant. Foreman contains an abrupt fast pan of camera, Mobile Calendar has sophisticated texture and zooming camera, and Stefan is a close-up shot of a tennis player running rapidly in the court with many colorful spectators. At medium or high bit rates, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) differences between searching five reference frames and searching only one reference frame are about 0.8, 1.2, and 0.4 dB, respectively, for Foreman, Mobile Calendar, and Stefan. For other test sequences, searching five reference frames does not provide noticeable coding gains, and the rate-distortion curves of searching one reference frame is omitted for clarity. The average PSNR drop of our fast algorithm compared with full search is less than 0.05 dB, so that the full search curve and our fast search curve are hardly distinguishable for each sequence. The degradation of PSNR is only slightly noticeable for Foreman, Hall Monitor, and Mobile Calendar, and is about 0.1-0.2 dB. Table VII shows the average miss detection rate and the false alarm rate of the optimal reference frames in percentages of MBs. The MVs generated by the full search scheme are used as ground true answers. Miss detection of optimal reference frames terminates the block matching process in the early stage to save computation but runs the risk of video quality degradation. False alarm of optimal reference frames guarantees the same video quality as full search but wastes computation. It is shown that the average miss detection rate is 10.43%, which means about 89.57% of the MBs select the same reference frame as full search. The average false alarm rate is 5.04%, which means 94.96% of the MBs do not require extra unnecessary computation after the best reference frames are found. Fig. 7 shows the number of average searched frames for the reference software and the proposed algorithm. It is shown that the average number of searched reference frames ranges from 1 to 3.5, which means 30%-80% of ME operations can be saved because the ME operations are in proportion to the number of searched reference frames. We also show the optimal number of searched reference frames, which is defined as (24) where , , , , , and denote the percentages of intra-MBs and inter-MBs predicted by reference Fig. 7 . Number of searched reference frames. frames 0-4, respectively, by using the reference software. The optimal curves stand for the lower limits of computation that do not suffer any loss of video quality (suppose full search is applied for every reference frame). The gap between the curve of our algorithm and that of the optimal case indicates what we can still improve for more effective reference frame selection. For more motionless sequences, such as Container, Hall Monitor, Mother and Daughter, Silent, and Weather, the numbers of searched reference frames are close to the optimal ones. However, for other sequences with higher motion activity, there is still room for further improvement. Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the rate-distortion performance of our fast algorithm and those of fixed reference frames. Only Foreman, Mobile Calendar, and Stefan are shown here because for other sequences, multiple reference frames cannot contribute to noticeable PSNR gains. Please note that "2 Ref" and "3 Ref" denote 60% and 40% of computation reductions, respectively. The rate-distortion performance of our algorithm is very close to that of "3 Ref" and is better than "2 Ref." As shown in Fig. 7 , our algorithm results in 2.5-3.3 reference frames for the three video sequences. In sum, for cases that multiple reference frames are helpful in compression, "fixed 2 reference frames" provides worse video quality with less complexity, and "fixed 3 reference frames" provides similar video quality with similar complexity. However, for cases that multiple reference frames are useless (low bit rates or other seven sequences), our algorithm can lead to much lower complexity than fixed reference frames. In other words, our algorithm successfully detects when we should or should not search more frames. Fig. 9 shows the rate-distortion curves and the rate-computation curves for three more test sequences that were not used in the statistics. All the parameters and threshold values are kept the same. Two of the video clips are extracted from the action movies, "Taxi-I" and "Crouching Tiger & Hidden Dragon." The motion fields of the three test sequences are all very large and complex with moving camera. Simulation results show that our algorithm still performs well in these cases. Most unnecessary calculations of full search scheme are detected. Please note that the optimal number of reference frames for "Taxi-I" is smaller than one because the movie clip has great high motion making the encoder select a lot of intra-MBs. Now we compare our algorithm with other works. In general, our fast reference frame selection scheme can save a lot of unnecessary ME operations while maintaining the video quality almost identical to full search. Our first idea was published in [14] . It is different from the conventional fast block matching algorithms, such as three-step search [15] , one-dimensional full search [16] , four-step search [17] , diamond search [18] [19] [20] , partial distortion elimination [21] , successive elimination [22] , and global elimination [23] . The main concepts of conventional methods are decimation of search positions, prediction of MVs, simplification of matching criterion, and early termination of unnecessary SAD calculations. Many researchers [24] [25] [26] [27] developed their fast algorithms for ME in H.264. Although the concepts are old, the results are quite promising. In [28] and [29] , they both proposed the concept of MV composition. MVs of different frames are highly correlated and can be used to predict the MVs for farther reference frames. Fortunately, our algorithm and other fast algorithms are orthogonal. The multi- frame ME procedure can combine different algorithms as follows. Given the first reference frame, we can adopt the conventional fast search methods. Then, our reference selection criteria can be applied to determine if the remaining frames should be skipped or not. Finally, if it is necessary to keep on searching the next frame, the new concept of MV composition provides a very good solution to further speed up the block matching process for farther reference frames.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a simple and effective fast algorithm for multiple reference frames ME. First, the available information after intra-prediction and ME from the previous reference frame is analyzed. Then, detection of all-zero residues, SKIP mode and complexity of texture, sampling defects, and MV inconsistency are applied to determine if it is necessary to search more frames. Experimental results showed that our method can save 30%-80% of ME computation depending on the sequences while keeping the quality nearly the same as full search scheme. Besides, our scheme can be easily combined with other conventional fast algorithms to achieve better performance.
